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“Internet of�ings” (IoT) bridges the communication barrier between the computing entities by forming a network between them.
With a common solution for control and management of IoT devices, these networks are prone to all types of computing threats.
Such networks may experience threats which are launched by exploitation of vulnerabilities that are le	 unhandled during the
testing phases. �ese are o	en termed as “zero-day” vulnerabilities, and their conversion into a network attack is named as “zero-
day” attack. �ese attacks can a
ect the IoT devices by exploiting the defense perimeter of the network. �e existing solutions
are capable of detecting such attacks but do not facilitate communication, which a
ects the performance of the network. In this
paper, a consensus framework is proposed for mitigation of zero-day attacks in IoT networks.�e proposed approach uses context
behavior of IoT devices as a detection mechanism followed by alert message protocol and critical data sharing protocol for reliable
communication during attack mitigation. �e numerical analysis suggests that the proposed approach can serve the purpose of
detection and elimination of zero-day attacks in IoT network without compromising its performance.

1. Introduction

�ecommunication networks are expected to go beyond 40%
of the total devices in 2020, which were active in 2012 [1]. All
these entities are grouped and studied as “Internet of�ings”
(IoT). IoT is now a common name and soon it will be a part
of daily networking. IoT aims at reducing the gap between
the isolated devices and service providers by forming a local
network between them.

IoT includes computing components that are grouped
together as a single subnetwork on the basis of similar
functionalities.�ese subnetworks have recurrent operations
and depend on a common �rmware for their activities. A
common �rmware helps to integrate a vast range of com-
munication devices irrespective of the technology being used
by them. Such type of deployment allows easy integration
as well as maintenance of IoT devices. A common platform
allows easier updates as well as control on the behavior
of IoT devices. In general, IoT devices operate in a secure
environment and rely much on the security of �rmware.
However, in certain scenarios, their �rmware is subject to

various kinds of computing threats, which can in�ltrate the
operational defense of these devices [2].

�e level of threats and possibility of perimeter breaking
depend on the types of applications as well as the types
of security mechanisms opted by an IoT network. �e
applications which are dependent on privileged access to a
user for its operations are more prone to computing threats.
�ese threats can be known or unknown attacks and depend
entirely on IoT activities, such as diagnosis of IoT devices,
fault management, �rmware updates, mobility management,
and information dissemination. Such activities are performed
with access to crucial layers of IoT networks, which may
provide unauthorized access to notorious groups leading to
exploitation of their regular operations [3–5].

All the attacks which are known so far are applicable to
IoT networks. �e current enterprises are looking forward
to nonhuman intervention in network setups. However, with
everything being controlled by a computing entity, that too
connected via a common network, the risk of falling prey to
known or unknown attacks increases [6–9]. Such conditions
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demand e�cient security solutions for protected operations
of these networks.

Most of the business houses and technology developers
focus on a common platform that can serve the purpose for
“connectivity to all.” However, the common platform comes
with a workload of management and security issues. Since
these operations are only applicable via so	ware-de�ned
solutions, such approaches make the system vulnerable to
all kinds of so	ware threats [67]. One of these threats is
“zero-day vulnerabilities.” �ese are extremely dangerous
vulnerabilities in the network, which if le	 unidenti�ed may
lead to a zero-day attack, that may fail the entire network
[52, 68].

Zero-day vulnerabilities exploit the network on the basis
of their identi�cation. If the security patches are released
a	er the identi�cation of such vulnerabilities by the noto-
rious groups, there can be serious consequences. On the
contrary, identi�cation by in-house administrators can help
in mitigation of these threats before making any public
announcements. �us, mode of identi�cation and time of
identi�cation are the key role players in the case of zero-day
attacks in IoT networks. A so	ware bug can be identi�ed
during its testing phase; however, in some cases, it may get
unnoticed and gets exploited a	er a long time of use. Such
scenarios are dangerous and convert a zero-day vulnerability
into a possible zero-day attack. �e name is coined by
considering the negligible time o
ered to the developers or
the service providers for counterfeiting these vulnerabilities
a	er their �rst identi�cation.

IoT networks are highly sensitive as these may possess
crucial currency exchange as well as health information of an
individual.�us, zero-day threats are one of the biggest issues
for these networks. It is of utmost importance to analyze the
operations of these networks and provide an e�cient solution
for their mitigation. In recent years, most of the researchers
have focused on identi�cation of zero-day attacks in IoT
networks by analyzing the di
erence in operations of devices
from their normal routine.

�e existing approaches, such as detecting advanced per-
sistent threats [64], self-protecting systems [65], and behavior
information-based detection [66], are e
ective, but their
scope is limited to detection. �ese approaches are unable
to support communication during threat identi�cation. Also,
there are no evident mechanisms for alerting other nodes
of the network about the attack formation. Further, these
approaches do not account for reliable connectivity, which
can continue its operations irrespective of the attack and
number of nodes in the network.

In this paper, a study on zero-day attacks is presented
followed by a solution, for the issues illustrated in the previous
paragraph, which is governed by a consensus framework.�e
proposed consensus framework relies on behavior context
of IoT devices for identi�cation of attacks. �e proposed
approach not only identi�es the zero-day threats in the
network but also supports communication and alertmessages
once an attack is identi�ed. �e proposed approach uses
two di
erent protocols, one for alert messages and the other
for critical data sharing during attacking conditions. �e
proposed approach is highly scalable and reliable even if the

entire network is under the threat of zero-day vulnerabilities.
Reliability and consensus cost are the two driving factors of
the proposed approach. �e results presented for network
formulations and latency show that the proposed approach
can successfully mitigate the zero-day attacks in IoT network
without compromising its performance.

1.1. Background to Zero-Day Attacks. �e term “zero-day” is
coined considering the negligible time stipulated for over-
coming the e
ects of identi�ed vulnerabilities in a particular
so	ware. �e number of days for which an anomaly remains
unknown a
ects the countermeasures as well as its e
ects.
�is is directly a
ected by the steps taken to eliminate a
known vulnerability. Users with less experience and those
who delay the application of patches are the ones who su
er
the most. �e announcement of vulnerability should be
immediately followed by patching of security updates for the
identi�ed so	ware. Failing in doing so may lead to harsh
consequences of zero-day attacks [69].

�e mode of detection has a direct in�uence on the
threat implications of zero-day attacks. Once identi�ed by
good guys (white hat hackers), these vulnerabilities can be
overpowered with the timely release of security patches;
however, identi�cation by bad guys (black hat hackers)makes
these systems prey to a di
erent kind of known as well as
unknown attacks. Apart from these concerns, the users of a
computing entity play a crucial role and can reduce the threat
level by following the guidelines for security updates.

Zero-day attacks have a direct in�uence on the working
of an organization and nation. During last decade, a large
number of zero-day vulnerabilities were identi�ed in the
government ofmany nations.Most of themwere also released
on the public domains, which allowed hackers to exploit their
parent so	ware by using some known attacks.�e announce-
ments of vulnerabilities on the public domains worsen the
conditions as all the bugs are easily highlighted which attracts
notorious groups of society leading to devastating e
ects.
Such situations also a
ect the strategies of nations and their
mutual agreements.

Every zero-day vulnerability does not lead to zero-day
attacks. �e ones whose security measures fall short of
all possible attacks lose the game and get exploited. �ese
shortcomings of an organization and an individual for imple-
menting security mechanisms give hackers an exploitation
window which may lead to zero-day attacks.

�e vulnerability cycle for zero-day attacks varies for
di
erent situations. In some cases, these attacks are launched
covertly once a bug is identi�ed, while, in other cases,
hackers may lead to an overt operation by publicizing over
di
erent domains [70, 71]. �us, it is evident that not only
do hackers lead to zero-day attacks, but also the delays in
updating of security mechanisms also cause possibilities of
zero-day attacks. �e life cycle of zero-day attacks is studied
with “Window of Vulnerability” (WoV). It is evaluated as a
so	ware timeline considering the discovery phase, security
patching, intermediate exploitation phase, and patch appli-
cability phase, as shown in Figure 1 [52, 70, 72].

�e four phases of WoV are split into three sections
(operations) as shown with di
erent colors in Figure 1. �e
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Figure 1: An illustration of the Window of Vulnerability (WoV) for zero-day attacks.

expectation of the vendors is a direct mapping between
the security patching phase and its applicability once a
vulnerability is discovered. However, such is possible only
in the ideal case, which is not applicable for most of the
scenarios.�e �gure shows that, in the �rst partitioning, a	er
the release of a patch, the hackers expect to identify a bug
in the patch by covert or overt operations. �is is followed
by the launch of known or unknown attacks expecting that
users have not updated these patches and there might exist
a possibility for zero-day attacks. �e second partitioning
is when the zero-day vulnerabilities are identi�ed by the
hackers themselves and the damage occurs prior to the launch
of security patches. �e third partitioning is the iterative
procedure believing that there might be some vulnerabilities
which are le	 unhandled.�ese are followed by a decision on
safe and unsafe nature of the released patches.

No system is capable of providing a fool-proof security.
Exploitation of zero-day vulnerabilities is a matter of time
and range of access. �ere might exist a bug which is le	

unnoticed for many years, while there might be others that
are identi�ed without many interventions. It is of utmost
importance for the security analysts, network administrators,
penetration testers, and network evaluators to covertly iden-
tify such issues and securely share the patches against the
identi�ed vulnerabilities.

1.2. �reat Implications and Detection of Zero-Day Attacks.
Ever since the computing entities are capable of supporting
connectivity between them, the level of threats has arisen to
many folds. �ese threats leave a huge impact on the IoT
systems which vary from a simple capturing to destruction
and disruption of services [7]. However, these are the worse
scenarios; there are other implications associated with the
threats in IoT that can act as a silent killer in the form of zero-
day attacks. �ese include the following:

(i) Ethical Distortion. Once a zero-day attack is launched,
it destroys the usability ethics associated with any
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so	ware. Exploitation of a zero-day vulnerability
may a
ect the credibility of an organization leading
to huge impact on the economic growth. Apart
from destroying and capturing, zero-day attacks raise
various ethical issues concerning the usability of a
particular IoT device. Zero-day attacks are also used
by organizations to destroy the reputation of other
organizations leading to a strong ethical con�ict and
e
ects on customers and services.

(ii) Trust Violations and Initiation of Other Attacks. Zero-
day attacks violate the trust and usability rules of
any IoT device. Trust violations can cause immediate
shutdown of secure services between the implanted
IoT devices. �ese attacks can also release the per-
sonal information of an individual or organization
on the public domain that makes it vulnerable to
di
erent other attacks leading to a major threat of
full cyberwar. �e network between the IoT devices
is assumed to be validated on the basis of a trust
as maintained by a particular entity or the service
providers. An attack on the �rmware or application
so	ware can directly a
ect the security perimeter of
an organization. Further, such scenarios can easily
in�uence the remote procedures which are consid-
ered to be the backbone of IoT networks.

(iii) Sovereignty. IoT devices have seen a tremendous
growth in civilian as well as military activities. With
a large number of devices involved in surveillance
and security services, access to vulnerability can
a
ect the sovereignty of a country leading to serious
threats to the public as well as classi�ed domains.
During the last few years, the vulnerability in the
management so	ware of security services has led to
stealing of classi�ed information and its release over
the public domain. Such cases are some of the serious
implications of zero-day attacks in IoT.

(iv) End Solutions’ Credibility. Nowadays, most of the
enterprises focus on providing a single updatable ver-
sion of so	ware solutions without requiring reinstal-
lation of �rmware. In the case of IoT, such approach
can easily be a
ected if a zero-day vulnerability is
identi�ed in endpoint so	ware. �e e
ects can vary
andwill depend on the actions regarding the updating
of �rmware. A zero-day attack or exploitation can
certainly be harmful to any organization and can
destroy its whole chain of so	ware solutions. �is is
also related to the earlier point on trust violations.

(v) Defenselessness. In some cases of zero-day attacks, cas-
cade vulnerabilities are identi�ed leading to multiple
zero-day threats. Such conditions in IoT networks
can make the entire perimeter defenseless despite the
strengths of �rewall and other detection solutions.
Such scenarios require large-scale alterations in the
entire network and may require network replanning
leading to huge cost overheads on the organizations.

(vi) Conceptual Dis�gurement. �e success of IoT net-
works lies in the depth of concept and planning.

With zero-day vulnerabilities, the concept of security
gets destroyed leading to the dis�gurement of the
entire idea. Such conditions also expose the strategic
context as well as instances involved in decision-
making leading to deformity at personal as well as
team levels. Further, such attacks vandalize the IoT
device in their deployment network without any use.

As discussed earlier, zero-day attacks do not give enough
time to security analyzers and developers for overcoming the
threats. It is di�cult to identify and trace such threats even
a	er years of development. However, covert analyses on the
periodic basis can prevent the exploitation of zero-day vul-
nerabilities. Further, reverse engineering has also increased
the chances of occurrence of such attacks. Detection of zero-
day attacks in IoT should be fast and it should provide less
time to hackers for developing exploit codes.

Identi�cation of unknown attacks and behavior varia-
tions of each IoT device make it di�cult to provide any
countermeasures against such threats. Embedded IoT devices
need to be secured by the means of secure embedded coding
solutions [5]. Signature analysis and code validation should
be performed periodically to analyze the frequency of a zero-
day vulnerability in IoT systems. Evaluation of RFID security
protocol and packet analyses should also be carried out for
detecting any vulnerability.�e remote procedures associated
with the IoT updating process should be protected using
channel security. However, this cannot prevent the zero-day
attacks entirely but can ensure a latency to attackers in gath-
ering information from the remote procedures [72]. Further,
various techniques available for detecting zero-day possibil-
ities in a network are listed in Table 1. �e table discusses
di
erent types of detection approaches with their motivation,
description, and applicability issues. �e existing approaches
can be classi�ed into pattern-based detection, heuristic-based
detection, reputation-based detection, behavior-based detec-
tion, virtualization-based detection, and irregular symptom-
based detection. Most of these approaches rely on �nding
vulnerabilities in the exploited system but are not well-
matched for real-time detection. Further, the communication
between the devices a	er the identi�cation of an attack is not
discussed much in these solutions.

1.3. Motivation and Our Contribution. �e devices in IoT
networks are highly sensitive and depend on a common
platform for themajority of their operations.With a common
�rmware from their business operators, these devices are
operable on so	ware technologies, which may fall prey to
some bugs. �ese bugs may be noticed a	er a long period of
time, or, as in some cases, these are ignored during testing
phases. Such scenarios lead to vulnerabilities that can be
exploited by the black hats for harming the operations of IoT
networks. �us, prevention of network against the known
or unknown attacks which can be launched at any time in
the near future is the motivation behind the development of
the proposed framework. �ere are a lot of approaches for
identifying zero-day attacks with a high accuracy, but (to the
best of our knowledge)most of these are not able to withstand
the communication burden andmay halt the network during
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Table 1: Zero-day detection techniques applicable in IoT.

Detection techniques Motivation or background Description Issues

Pattern-based [10–17]
To detect and analyze
malicious codes incoming
promptly from outside

A	er de�ning the speci�c pattern of
existing malicious codes as their
characteristics, malicious codes are
detected and blocked by matching
de�ned pattern with a pattern of
incoming codes

(i) �is technique can support
fast detection by just comparing
de�ned signatures
(ii) However, new and variant
malicious codes are not de�ned
in pattern and are not detected

Heuristic-based [18–24]
To detect and analyze new
and variant malicious codes

�is technique determines speci�c
behavior of malicious codes, so this can
check new and variant codes by analyzing
abnormal behavior not signatures

(i) It is hard to de�ne criteria for
comparison of similarities of
abnormal behavior
(ii) �is causes false positive by
detecting normal program as
malicious code

Reputation-based [25–28]
To detect and analyze new
and variant malicious codes

(i) �is technique is similar to
pattern-based technique
(ii) In particular, if new malicious codes
are emerged, reliability is determined
based on feedback for opinions of a large
number of users
(iii) Reputation information is de�ned on
the basis of number of users,
manufacturer of codes, etc.
(iv) Accuracy and reliability depend on
possession and analysis of a large amount
of reputation information

(i) Accuracy and reliability are
only dependent on user’s
opinions
(ii) If reputation information is
not enough, accuracy and
reliability are decreased

Behavior-based [29–42]

(i) Signature, pattern, and
reputation information are
hard to analyze by
malicious code analyst
preferentially
(ii) �ere is a limitation to
collect or analyze malicious
codes when the number of
codes increases
exponentially
(iii) It is a di�cult approach
for analyzing malicious
codes realistically because
of reasons that the rate of
malicious code generation
is much faster than the
speed of analysis

(i) �is technique detects faulty behavior
when malicious codes are executed
(ii) �is is an improved version of
heuristic-based technique
(iii) Malicious behavior is revealed not
only in executable �les, but also in
document �les, such as PDF, DOC, and
HWP
(iv) �is technique determines
characteristics of malicious behavior
based on �le, registry, network, process,
etc.

�e system can be infected
because behavior is analyzed
during execution process in the
actual system

Virtualization-based
[43–48]

An environment to analyze
malicious behavior in a
separated space from actual
system is required

(i) �is approach is closely related to
dynamic heuristic-based technique
(ii) Malicious codes are analyzed in
virtual system

�is does not detect attacks
e�ciently and takes a lot of time
to penetrate the system, even
a	er collecting various pieces of
information and utilizing
unknown attacks

Abnormal/irregular
symptom-based [49–51]

To detect and analyze
unknown and zero-day
attacks

(i) To detect abnormal behavior, this
technique collects and integrates logs,
which are generated in the system, and
analyzes the correlated information
(ii) In particular, this is required for
detecting infected systems, with
unknown new malicious code, and it
helps to determine whether transmitted
tra�c is normal or abnormal

(i) In case of security system, if
the system does not process
information in real time, the
system gets exposed to security
threats
(ii) It is technically di�cult to
collect and analyze correlation
for high-capacity and high-speed
tra�c from network
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attack scenarios. �is also motivated the need for a common
solution which can handle both the identi�cation of zero-
day attacks as well as reliable communication during such
possibilities.

�e proposed approach forms a consensus framework
which uses behavior context of IoT devices for identifying
zero-day vulnerabilities in the network. Next, the proposed
approach uses alert message protocol for notifying network
components about the infected nodes as well as subnet-
works. Finally, the proposed approach uses a critical data
sharing protocol for disseminating information despite the
presence of zero-day vulnerabilities. �e proposed approach
uses reliability and consensus cost to form their solution
and it also suggests mechanisms for security patching and
reestablishment of trust.

�e rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents related works. Section 3 gives insight into the
network model, proposed approach, and protocols. Section 4
presents the performance analysis. Section 5 concludes the
paper with a future scope.

2. Related Works

Zero-day attacks have been studied by a lot of researchers in
di
erent forms and environments. �e existing works have
focused on the elimination of these attacks on the basis of
�xed parameters, such as false positive ratio, false negative
ratio, accuracy, and the area under curves. �ese approaches
operate towards the elimination of possible zero-day threats
in a connected environment. However, very few of them
have highlighted the consequences and solutions for zero-
day in IoT networks. Intelligent solutions are required for
countering these threats andpreserve communication despite
the level of damage. Machine learning can be used as one
possible ground for intelligent mechanisms that can help to
understand threat implications and provide a suitable remedy
accordingly [73].

Recently, Singh et al. [66] proposed a solution for detect-
ing zero-day attacks by using device signatures and behavior.
�e approach uses a hybrid technique for detecting threats.
�is solution can be useful in analyzing streaming data
against zero-day threats but is unable to provide a reliable
communication mechanism for rest of the network. Duessel
et al. [74] focused on application-layer based zero-day attack
detection. �e authors relied on investigating anomalies by
using contextual information. �e authors used text-based
solutions and binary application-layer protocols for detecting
zero-day anomalies. Similar to other existing techniques,
this approach is limited to detection over a node and does
not account for network attacks and management when
encountered with zero-day vulnerabilities.

Chamotra et al. [75] suggested that honeypot baselining
can be an e�cient solution for analysis in an attacker
environment. �e authors particularly emphasized the use
of honeypot baselining in detecting zero-day attacks. �eir
approach is based on the XML mapping, but this can be
manipulated if the structure of �les is known to the attackers.
How the rest of the network will operate is still an open issue
with this solution. Sun et al. [76] proposed a probabilistic

solution for zero-day attacks.�eir approach is based on high
infection probabilities for detecting zero-day paths. With a
proper network-based extension, this can be a useful solution
in mitigating extreme threat implications of zero-day attacks.
However, with an erroneousmeasurement of probability, this
approach can lead to excessive computations, which is not
desirable.

Self-protecting computing systems, as suggested by Chen
et al. [65], are desirable for detecting zero-day threats in
an IoT environment. �e authors gave a prototype by using
virtual machines for building self-protecting systems. �eir
solution is e�cient and can be considered for extending to
IoT networks. However, the present state of this approach
requires a much contextual evaluation of devices before
considering it for zero-day analysis of IoT networks. Host-
based intrusion detection system can be used for detecting
zero-day attacks [77]. Such solutions use a window-based
dataset to form a system capable of detecting zero-day threats
by analyzing normal as well as abnormal data. �is kind
of solutions has limited scope and can be manipulated by
multiple attacks. Also, such solutions need a considerable
extension for real-time analysis of zero-day attacks in IoT
networks.

Apart from the related works presented above, some key
aspects of general zero-day attacks and zero-day attacks in
IoT are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Most of
the existing solutions, discussed in these tables, focus on
identifying programming errors by using strong debugging,
executable operations through attachments, data forging
through authentication failures, and so on. Further, the sub-
sisting solutions are vulnerably susceptible to threats as the
analysis phase itself can lead the system to zero-day attacks.
Apart from these, the dependence on data accumulating and
lateral analysis does not ensure a real-time solution for zero-
day susceptibility detection in IoT networks.

From the study presented in this paper, it is evident
that existing solutions are capable of identifying zero-day
attacks by using various mechanisms, but (to the best of our
knowledge) most of them are unable to provide a strategy
for reliable communication during these attacks. Also, these
approaches lack a	ermath of zero-day exploitation.

3. Proposed Work

�e proposed approach aims at mitigating a	ere
ects of
zero-day attacks and providing a strategy for analyzing the
communication across the entire network. With the e�cient
identi�cation of falsifying groups, the proposed approach
uses a consensus framework for reliable communication even
during zero-day attacks.

3.1. System Model. �e network comprises a set M of IoT
devices out of which some are independent while others are
Corresponding Nodes (CNs). �e CNs operate as a single
network under a control of common Home Gateway (HGW)
and a network can have multiple HGWs represented by a
set H. �e devices under each HGW are represented by�1,�2, . . . ,�|M|, such that M = ⋃|�|�=1��. Further, the
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Table 2: Zero-day attacks.

Attack techniques Mechanism Focus Methodology

Network attack vector
[52, 53]

Launch the attack’s malicious
payload and propagate itself

Programming errors
Protocols and network-aware
processes

Application attack vector
[52, 53]

Launch executable �les Open e-mail attachment Executable �les

Control system attack
vector [54]

Destroy control system such as
SCADA and PLC

Server Service (MS08-067),
Windows Shell (MS10-046),
Print Spooler Service
(MS10-061), and Windows
Kernel-Mode Drivers
(MS10-073)

�ird parties, LAN, and
removable �ash drives

Worm propagation [54]
Propagate worms or bots inside
the network

Infection of Web server IIS

Targeted attack (APT) [54] Penetrate targeted system Misplaced diversity Weakest path

Moving target [54, 55] Evade antivirus detection
Limit the exposure of attackers
and opportunities and mitigate
system resiliency

Continually shi	 and change
over time to increase complexity
and cost

Table 3: Zero-day attacks in IoT.

Attack techniques Mechanism Focus Methodology

Asynchronous attack [56]
Lead to instability of a real-time
energy market

Erroneous control Desynchronizing of smart meters

Simple packet delay attack
[56]

Desynchronizing the slave nodes Manipulate of a slaves’ clock
Delay of the transmissions of the
NTP or PTP packets

DDoS [57, 58]
Denial of services, service
unavailable

Unknown or new attack,
exploiting vulnerabilities,
overload resources

UDP �ood, ICMP/PING �ood,
SYN �ood, Ping of Death, etc.

Advanced persistent threats
(APT) [58]

Unauthorized person attempts to
gain access to the system

Stealing data Bypassing authentication

Man-in-the-Middle
(MITM) attack [58–60]

Gain illegitimate access to the
system or the network

A program or person
masquerades as another program
or person

Spoo�ng and sni�ng attack

Replay attack [58, 61, 62]
Disguise valid entities or
messages

Bypassing integrity
Valid message containing some
valid data is repeated again and
again

network uses a set B for Base Stations (BSs) and a set A
for Access Points (APs) for communicating with IoT device
directly or indirectly via HGW. �e network includes a set
N of Mobile Nodes (MNs) which aim at sharing context as
well as information with IoT devices. �e network also has
inter-IoT device communication between all the elements of
set M. An illustration of the initial and proposed network
architectures is shown in Figure 2 with hierarchical view in
Figure 3.

�e problem in this paper is presented as cost-reliability
formulation [78]. �e cost involves the “cost of consensus,”
whereas the reliability is the belief a node exhibits on every
other entity in the network including itself. Both of these
parameters are used to derive the level of connectivity, which
helps to analyze whether a connection exists between any
two nodes as well as helping in predicting the possibilities
of connectivity on the basis of given behavior of a node. �e

proposed system is a
ected by the number of diagnosis sys-
tems that monitor a single node. In the network, considering
that every infrastructure possesses a diagnosis system, the
total number of subnetworks � will be equal to |H| + |A�|,
whereA� is the set of APs that do not interact with anyHGW.
With � being the initial connectivity constant between any
two entities, I being the set of diagnosis system in charge
for a given set of nodes, � being the alternative routes for
each device, and � being the trustworthy components, the
reliabilityR of the network can be calculated as [78]

R = �∏
�=1

(1 − |I|∑
�=1

∑
�

��∏
	=1

((E�,	�� )����	 (1 − �E��−��
�	 ))) . (1)

Here, �� is the di
erence between the actual connections and
the active connections available for a graph G = (V,E)
formed between the network entities, such that V is the
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union of all the network entities and E refers to the set of
connections per node. Let W be the weight associated with
every link which is active in the network, such that, for a
single instance, max(W) = |E|((|E| − 1)/2). In the proposed
approach, the consensus cost means the minimum cost of
connectivity that enables maximum reliability for maintain-
ing communication in the network. �e consensus cost is
derived as a mutual cooperation between E, �, halt time T,
and ��. In the proposed approach, the mitigation of zero-day
attacks is followed by realization of reliable communication

between the nodes. �us, for optimal solution, the proposed
approach relies on following conditions:

R = max, �
 = min,
R = RTH, �
 = min, (2)

where RTH are the threshold limits for the reliability of the
network during attacks and �
 is the consensus cost de�ned
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over multiple parameters, such that, for given instances �,
�
 = WT × (1 − ��

max (E))
� , (3)

provided that all the variables are at minimum even a	er a
vulnerability is exploited.

3.2. IoT Diagnosis System. �e proposed approach forms a
consensus framework for mitigating the e
ects of zero-day
attacks and provides reliable communication once an attack
is identi�ed. In the proposed approach, MNs are secured via
trust, which is maintained by the service providers who are
also in charge of the BSs. �e diagnosis system forms the
backbone of the proposed consensus framework and helps
in diagnosing the issues at di
erent operational layers of the
network. �e diagnosis systems are just like the monitoring
devices which manage the context of IoT devices and help
in maintaining reliability between the network entities. �e
diagnosis system can be installed centrally or distributively.
�e details of diagnosis systems are provided below:

(i) Centralized Diagnosis System (CDS). CDS is the main
diagnosis system which is installed on the central
BS that manages multiple APs as well as HGWs.
CDS is the key entity in managing the trust as
well as generating updates for the entire network.
�e updates are shared via security mechanisms
and communication protocol provided in the later
part of this paper. In general cases, the behavioral
aspects of IoT devices are available with the CDS
and it shares them with the other diagnosis system
whenever required or demanded. CDS is highly active
in reliable communication between IoT as well as in
alarming devices once a particular attack is registered
in its database.

(ii) Local Diagnosis System (LDS). LDS is the near-user
diagnosis system which is installed on the HGW.
LDS manages the operability of IoT devices which
indirectly interact with the BSs via HGW. LDS is
critical for some of the applications, such as smart
home management system and smart monitoring.
LDS also obtains the context of its devices and stores
them locally. However, an issue with the LDS may
expose the entire network to di
erent kind of attacks.
�us, the information of devices in HGW needs to
be encrypted. Also, the details can be stored distribu-
tively, by storing ID at HGW and the corresponding
information at the CDS. It is assumed that LDS
are secured prior to communication and the service
providers have su�cient information regarding the
operations of LDS.

(iii) Semi-Diagnosis System (SDS). SDS is installed on the
AP for supporting the IoT devices which do not act
as a CN. SDS interacts directly with the CDS, and,
in some cases, it is capable of retrieving information
from the LDS. SDS helps in sustaining communica-
tion when LDS is irresponsive or it violates the rules

of communication. In highly dense networks, SDS is
not believed to handle context of devices, and the data
collected from them is shared directly with the CDS.
Further, the context and data sharing protocols help
in checking the authenticity of each device once a
vulnerability is exploited in the network.

�e proposed approach deals with both scenarios of storing
context at the centralized and distributed diagnosis systems.
�e evaluation part of this paper uses both of these strategies
for analyzing the performance of the proposed approach.
Also, the level of abstraction and distribution of information
depend on the context and amount of data to be shared and
transmitted between the IoT devices as well as the network
infrastructure.

3.3. IoT Context and Behavior Formulation. �e context is
a driving force behind the formation of a reliable network
which can operate e
ectively even in the presence of zero-day
attack without exposing the entire network.�e context helps
in forming a strategy which can be employed for generating
trust rules between the IoT devices. �e context may vary
for di
erent IoT devices. In this paper, general IoT context
is considered in the formation of behavior rules. �ese rules
can be further exaggerated depending on the requirements as
well as the application scenario.

�e context is decided by the CDS a	er registering
all the devices during initialization of the network. �ese
contexts are stored in every diagnosis system and shared
mutually between the demanding diagnosis systems. �e
values are stored periodically and appended in a single �le
for every device. �e size of storage depends on the level of
feedback expected from the network operators as well as on
the memory of diagnosis systems. Note that CDS does not
possess a constraint to memory, but HGWs and APs have
limited memory; thus, logs should be shared with the CDS
on a timely basis. In the proposed approach, it is assumed that
the CDS, SDS, and LDS are connected via a secure path; thus,
security of logs is not a concern in the proposed approach. At
present, the general information available for each IoT device
is selected as a context. �is can be altered depending on
the types of devices and network con�gurations. �e details
of the context used in the proposed approach are provided
below:

(i) Device Signatures (D�). �is is the unique ID of
a device allocated once it registers itself with the
CDS. Note that D� are allocated in lieu of physical
address of every requesting device. �ese signatures
are embedded in the device and also shared with the
corresponding SDS or LDS.

(ii) Pseudo Signatures (S�). �is is the pseudo ID gener-
ated from the local entity for communication with the
fellow devices. It is to be noted that every CN in the
network recognizes another device by its S�. In the
adverse cases, the local entity can shu�e these IDs,
but with updates to every CN; otherwise, it may lead
to sharing of wrong information to a wrong device.
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(iii) Update Counter (U�). �is is the �rmware update
counter which tells the number of times the �rmware
of a device is accessed and updated. �e value of U�
may be di
erent for each subgroup. It is �xed by the
CDS by selecting a random value for every requesting
subgroup. �ese counters do not interfere with the
performance of the network and help in determining
the level as well as the depth of updates performed in
the IoT network.�e update counters are stored at the
central level and local level as well as at the device.

(iv) Tra	c Type (F).�is is one of the crucial parameters
which helps in deciding the content shared between
the IoT devices.F governs the rules of tra�c, which
is expected from a particular IoT device and focuses
on the exact outcomes as intended in the network.
Usually, one set of IoT devices operating in the
same domain has similar values for F. However,
depending on the level of interactions, the log for
some devices may have multiple entries forF.

(v) Header Length (H�). �is includes the metadata of
the IoT device and its controlling diagnosis system.
Header �elds are also subjected to some random
integers generated by their corresponding diagnosis
system. �ese random integers are selected by the
diagnosis systems during the initialization of the net-
work and are periodically updated. For the complex
security of network parameter, corresponding diag-
nosis systems of each device may induce alterations
in these random values to make IoT device unaware
of the exact settings.

(vi) Memory Range (Y�). �is controls the size of packets
which are shared between the network entities. Y�
includes overall size of the packets including the code
and binaries. In the case of exploitation of binaries,
this metric can help in determining its correctness.

(vii) Route (O�).�is �eld helps to check the route followed
by the tra�c coming from a particular IoT device.
�e diagnosis system matches the route with the
path de�ned by it. �is does not help in determining
vulnerabilities but rather helps in checking the path
which is followed by a device identi�ed as a potential
threat of zero-day attack.

�e above context helps in de�ning the behavior for-
mulations as well as the rules for analyzing the operations
of any IoT device subjected to the possibilities of zero-day
vulnerabilities. �e context above can have �xed or variable
lengths and has a lot to do with the content of applicability
of a device in practical conditions. �e behavior formulation
for each device is performed by forming a network of
context described above and storing the general values into
a tabular log for easier assessment. Various rules that are
to be followed for ensuring consensus and trust between
the network entities, as well as the diagnosis systems, are as
follows:

(i) CDS is the one in charge and has the capacity of
altering the context requirements in the network.

(ii) CDS can ensure trusted parties and such entities can
be ignored from context matching. However, in the
case of critical situations, all the entities fall under
the proposed threat elimination categories and must
ensure their trust before proceeding with the data
exchanges.

(iii) Each diagnosis system has the capacity of deriving
its dominance chart for the given set of context and
can alter it periodically. �is creates an ambiguous
situation for the in-house attacker as it is always
unaware of the checking rules.

(iv) One-to-one or single context mapping can be done
depending on the situations and also on the trans-
mission rates. Since mapping and matching of entire
context consume time, unnecessary evaluations may
lead to network overheads. However, the proposed
approach takes care of such situations and the context
strategy is a lightweight that does not cause many
overheads.

(v) SDS and LDS can operate in dual mode seeking
context from the CDS as well as the MN and the CN.
�ey can form a local context decision system on the
basis of their diagnosis results for every connection.
�is provides an extra layer of security but at the cost
of excessive computations.

(vi) Any entity whose application access is altered as per
its initial con�gurations needs to register its new
formatwith theCDS aswell as the corresponding LDS
and SDS.

(vii) LDS and SDS have the capabilities of limiting the
access to any device in the network, connected to their
subgroups, in the case of alert messages.

�e dominance of each context may vary with time and
is �xed by the CDS. �e dominance helps in retaining
control over the evaluations in the network. �is allows
management of network without burdening the diagnosis
systems. An illustration of exemplary curves for context,
interaction module, and the context storing table is shown in
Figure 4.�e curves can follow any trend and the interaction
module remains the same. �e log and context storing table
changes in accordance with the values set by CDS. �e
contexts from di
erent entities are matched to analyze the
behavior of IoT device allowing a platform for the formation
of context graphs and strategic decision system.

3.4. Context Graphs and Strategic Decision System. �e con-
text graphs and strategic decision system are an integral part
of the proposed approach. Both of these account for correct
working as well as mitigation of zero-day attacks in IoT
network by following the previously de�ned context rules. Let
G� = (��, ��) be the context graph formed for each node,
where �� is the number of computational stages including
input and output states. �e context graphs are derived for
every IoT device and the results are stored only for the �rst
(input) as well as the �nal (output) stages.�is helps in saving
memory as well as knowing the exact state of every device
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Figure 4: An illustration of exemplary curves for context, interaction module, and the context storing table.

in the network. In some cases, the intermediate stages can
be saved. Such mechanisms allow in-depth evaluations by
analyzing the working of every IoT device. However, these
are subject to memory constraints and may cause many
overheads. �e context is derived individually depending on
the dominance of context properties. In the context graphs,�� refers to the connectivity between the IoT referring to
cohesion and coupling between the stages. Low values for
context edges mean string-like one-to-one mapping, which
is easier to follow and analyze. �e size of G� may vary
depending on the complex behavior of an IoT device.

�e proposed strategic context graph-based solutions are
applicable in the network during the deployment phase,
rather than the development phase. However, these must be
provided as an inbuilt facility in all the IoT devices. �us,
the proposed strategy comes handy only when a vulnerability
is identi�ed in the lateral stages of operations by either the
development team or the security analysts. It can also be
considered while releasing security patches and updates for
a possible zero-day attack in the network. Operating on the
behavior of every device, the proposed approach helps to
track their stage-wise operations.

�e management of IoT devices against the zero-day
attacks is much a
ected by the strategic decisions. For this,
CDS follows a rule of updating U� with a random value
anytime during transmissions. Once the values are decided,
these can be used to identify the number of times a �rmware
of a device has been updated in real time and its actual value
has been stored in the device. �is helps in understanding
if the �rmware of a device is manipulated or not. �e
success of this depends on the exact matching of the context
between the device and the diagnosis systems. An illustration
of the operational view with an exemplary scenario for
context graphs is shown in Figure 5. Once the context is
shared between the diagnosis system, a simple rule of mutual
exclusion is followed for analyzing values of selected or all
contexts. �e input and output stages are crucial as these
include the entry and exit of intruders in the IoT �rmware
as well as the subnetwork. More intermediate states for
every device allows much time for analyzing the context and
behavior of a device. However, if the intermediate states are
less or fast, delays can be added in the proposed strategy. �e
procedures in the proposed approach are described as four
stages, as follows:

(i) Stage 1. �e IoT device interacts with network entities
for its registration and permissions for context shar-
ing. �e interaction procedures are secured via trust
rules and security mechanisms for communications.
�is is the input stage and is followed by self-
processing of IoT devices.

(ii) Stages 2 and 3. �ese are the intermediate stages and
are referred to as a self-processing mechanism for the
IoT devices. A procedure can have � number of stages
depending on the type of context and con�guration of
the network. Stages 2 and 3 are operated as processing
stages between the input and the output stages. �ese
stages are accompanied by information gathering and
processing by respective diagnosis systems. A high
number of intermediate stages ensures more time
for information processing. However, an excessively
larger value for �may induce excessive overheads.

(iii) Stage 4. �is is the �nal step for taking a decision on
any IoT device and invoking a consensus data sharing
protocol if intended because of the irregular behavior
of IoT device or identi�cation of misleading context.
Any misleading device is identi�ed a	er completion
of stage 4 in the proposed approach.

�e steps for strategic decisions on the basis of retrieved con-
text through these stages are presented in Algorithm 1. �e
algorithm monitors the network continuously and its oper-
ational complexity is dependent on the amount of context
as well as the connected components. Once a possibility of
an attack is identi�ed, the proposed approach uses consensus
data sharing protocols which operate for alerting the network
entities aswell as reliable data sharingwithout being exploited
by the zero-day vulnerabilities. �e network operating with
standard context matches the exactness with constant time,
but, in the general case (proposed scenario), the complexity
of Algorithm 1 will be given on the count of number of IoT
devices and is equal to the complexity of forming a graphG�.

3.5. Consensus Data Sharing Protocols. �e consensus pro-
tocols are used once a zero-day vulnerability is identi�ed
in the network. �ese protocols can be used in case any
node violates the reliability rules of the network. In the
proposed approach, two di
erent mechanisms are used for
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Figure 5: An illustration of exemplary scenario for context graph formation and evaluation of communicating IoT devices.
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(1) Input:G = (V), E,D�, S�,U�,F,H�,Y�, O�(2) Output: context decision(3) Register IoT devices with CDS, SDS, LDS(4) setU�(5) while ������������! = ���� do(6) set a periodic counter for evaluation(7) Retrieve context from IoT device(8) FormG� = (��, ��)(9) Mark input and outputs(10) Initialize context table(11) if |V| = min && R < R
TH && �
 = max then(12) Mark the device(13) CheckU� with CDS, SDS, LDS(14) AnalyzeD�, S�,U�,F,H�,Y�, O�(15) Update context table(16) Generate alert messages (context table)(17) Follow consensus data sharing protocol(18) else(19) Continue(20) end if(21) Operate till trust is not ensured(22) end while(23) exit

Algorithm 1: Strategic decision on retrieved context.

protecting the network against unaware circumstances aswell
as intrusions. �e details of both the protocols are provided
in the following subsections.

(1) Alert Protocol. �e alert protocol is invoked as a part
of Algorithm 1. �is protocol helps disseminate the alert
messages across the network, allowing the formation of
a secure workgroup. An illustration of the alert messages
protocol is shown in Figure 6. �e protocol initiates with
reports and moves on taking a decision on the behavior of an
IoT device. �e steps followed by this protocol are explained
below:

(i) �e �rst step is the reporting by an MN about the
unresponsive behavior of an IoT device to the CDS.
�e CDS begins investigation procedures which aim
at retrieval of information from the required nodes.

(ii) �e investigations are followed by the request mes-
sages for di
erent context to the SDS and the LDS.
�e context messages are distinguished on the basis
of the di
erence in the total information required as
well as the IDs used for reporting.

(iii) �e LDS operates towards fetching of results and
logs from every connected device, which responds by
sharing their reports.

(iv) Following this, U� is checked at the CDS which is
received from the LDS and the SDS.

(v) Next, all the diagnosis systems analyze the routes and
maintain a report, which is followed by identi�cation
of false nodes.

(vi) Finally, a decision is taken and, in the case of unsafe
nodes, alert messages are sent to the corresponding
diagnosis systems. Using this, LDS selects the prob-
lematic device and alerts all other devices about its
state.

(2) Critical Data Sharing Protocol. �e alert message protocol
is followed by a critical data sharing protocol (Figure 7).
�is protocol helps to disseminate information andmaintains
data �ow even during unfavorable conditions. �is protocol
operates on an assumption that a secure path exists between
all the diagnosis systems. �e detailed procedures for this
protocol are explained below:

(i) �e �rst step begins with gathering alarming infor-
mation, which is done by the previous alert protocol.
LDS continuously fetches and maintains the log for
every connected device.

(ii) All the connected components, namely, SDS, LDS,
and MN, send their alarming updates and reports
to CDS. �is is done to acquire information of the
subnetwork as a single CDS may be managing one or
more subnetworks.

(iii) Next, the CDS fetches route logs and context from
LDS as well as for the intended IoT device from
the MN. Once the initial steps are performed, the
CDS changes the pseudo IDs of every IoT device and
reallocates them to the appropriate device via SDS and
LDS.

(iv) �e LDS maintains a policy of nondisclosure of
new IDs to unsafe nodes. It is to be noted that the
unsafe nodes always possess the same ID throughout
the transmission that was allocated to them during
initialization of the network.

(v) Once done with these steps, the LDS sends failed
nodes information across the network and receives
log reports and acknowledgments from every con-
nected device.

(vi) Finally, the CDS shares the available information to
all the intended entities and allows communication to
begin in normal �ow.

�e combination of both consensus protocols helps to main-
tain a reliable communication and mitigate the zero-day
attacks in IoT networks.

3.6. Context Management, Security Patching, and Reestab-
lishment of Trust. �e proposed approach relies on e�cient
decision-making over the context shared between the diagno-
sis systems. By analyzing the context, the proposed approach
decides on rules formitigating the threats of zero-day attacks.
Further, it employs two protocols for alarming and data
sharing between the correct devices across the network.
However, with the proposed strategy, there are three major
issues which should be handled for fault-free operations of
the network in case a vulnerability is exploited.�ese include
context management, security patching, and reestablishment
of trust.
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Figure 6: Consensus: alert protocol for zero-day attacks.

Context management is the responsibility of diagnosis
systems and they use a secure channel for transmitting it
across the network. Currently, the proposed approach is
illustrated with a limited amount of context and decision
solutions. �is can be extended by an in-depth evaluation of
IoT devices and generation of more contextual information
which can help in identifying any device during regular
operations. �e context is updatable and can be modi�ed
with permissions of CDS as well as the trust establishing
authorities. �e context is stored as log �les which are
periodically updated and follows append mode which is
dependent on a particular backup time for the replacement.
SDS and LDS can also have a local storing point; however,
this can overcome the issues of overheads involved in trans-
mitting context across the network but raises issues related
to local authentication as well as memory consumption. In
the proposed approach, limited context is managed by the
SDS and LDS and a majority of it is invoked directly from
the device or CDS.

Once a vulnerability is exploited by a notorious group
or a zero-day attack is launched, it is the responsibility of
the proposed approach to counterfeit its e
ects and provide
consensus rules for communication. A	er applicability of the
proposed approach, it is the responsibility of the developers
or network administrators to update the IoT �rmware with

new security patches using on-site or o
-site mechanisms.
On-site mechanisms are the traditional way of supporting an
a
ected system, whereas, for o
-site patching, the proposed
approach can depend on the LDS or the SDS for reestab-
lishing the trust and updating the �rmware. However, the
choice between the two is dependent on the fact whether a
vulnerability is found or exploited. In the former case, o
-
site patching is successful, whereas, in the latter case, on-site
patching is recommended. However, in any of the scenarios,
the proposed approach can continue itsmechanisms and sup-
port communication between the corrected devices without
falling prey to the faulty nodes.

�e �nal phase of mitigating a zero-day attack in IoT
networks is the reestablishment of trust between the devices.
Once security patching is done, the proposed approach oper-
ates as a counterpart and asks for context from the updated
device. Since this is the �rst time a	er patching that the device
is active, the default metrics are obtained from the security
patches or the developers. By using default communications,
the context is checked and a new pseudo ID is given to
the recovered devices. Further, if the behavior of the device
is found to be normal and aligned with the previous logs,
the device is secured and its trust is reestablished. Since the
proposed approach is iterative and continuously monitors
the IoT devices as well as the connections between the MNs
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Figure 7: Consensus: critical data sharing protocol for zero-day attacks.

and the CNs, most possibilities of zero-day exploitations are
counterfeited in a single attempt.

4. Performance Evaluations

�e proposed approach is evaluated by using numerical
simulations.�e proposed approach is analyzed in two parts.
�e �rst part presents the network analysis by considering
the zero-day attacks, and the second part presents the latency
analysis for the two protocols proposed in this paper for
mitigation of zero-day threats in IoT networks.

4.1. Network Analysis. �ese evaluations are performed in a
numerically analyzed network by usingMatlab�. A network
with a single BS is considered which supports connectivity
between MNs and CNs via APs. As described in the system
model, the network is operated with three diagnosis systems
with two protocols and an algorithm de�ned in the proposed
approach. �e network operates with 90% trustworthy com-
ponents, the rest of which are under zero-day threat and
may or may not lead to a full zero-day attack. �is part
of analysis presents the trends for reliability and consensus
cost by varying the network size. Considering the parameter
con�gurations given in Table 4, a randomized graph is
formed between the network entities aiming at transmitting
data between the MNs and the CNs.

First of all, the analysis is recorded for R against the
variation in network size. �e network size is the sum of all
the nodes active in the network and possessing a connection

Table 4: Parameter con�gurations.

Parameter Value Description|M| 80 IoT devices|H| 2 HGWs|B| 1 BS|N| 10 MNs|A| 5 APs|A�| 2 Independent APs

G = (V,E) 100 Network graph

� 90%
Trustworthy
components� ((�)4 × (1 − ��−2)) / (1 − �) Alternative routes [63]

� 0-1
Connectivity constant

forV

T 5ms Halt time

W � Link weight

� 2 per node
Instances per
connection

with at least one of the MNs or the CNs. Figure 8 shows
the reliability curve for the initial network and a network
with and without infected nodes. �e initial network curve
serves as the baseline, and it can be analyzed that once
the nodes with zero-day possibilities are removed from the
communication by using the proposed approach, the value of
R gradually increases and reaches a maximum where every
possibility of zero-day threat is mitigated.
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Figure 8: ReliabilityR versus network size.

�e network can be operated with RTH as discussed
in the system model. Considering this �gure, 0.5 can be
treated as the threshold value for RTH. Below this value, a
network cannot be considered reliable for communications
and any value above it makes network safe despite the
presence of infected nodes. It can be noticed that the network
with infected nodes despite their identi�cation has lesser
reliability than the network with complete removal of such
nodes. �us, it is necessary to eliminate such nodes from
the network as some tra�c may still be passed to such
nodes without expecting any forwarding mechanisms. �is
may cause excessive overheads and can further decrease the
reliability of the network.

Contrary toR, the consensus cost operates in aminimum
way and the network with the removal of infected nodes
has a better cost which is lower than the baseline as well as
the network with infected nodes. Further, a network, which
possesses infected nodes even a	er the identi�cation, has
higher values for �
 because infected nodes are also included
while deriving actual cost for the network. �ese trends
are presented in Figure 9. It is clear from the �gure that,
similar to R curves, it is important to operate a network
with much knowledge allowing nontransmission of packets
towards the infected nodes. Such behavior can be attained by
the application of the proposed approach.

Figures 10 and 11 show values ofR for baseline compared
with attacker environment having 10% infected nodes and a
network with the removal of the infected nodes, respectively.
�e red color in the former presents the lower values for
reliability illustrating that the network which su
ers from
zero-day threats should be identi�ed and moved towards
their elimination as shown in the latter �gure. Once the
infected nodes are removed, as shown by a point of removal
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Figure 9: Consensus cost �
 versus network size.

in Figure 11, the reliability of network can be managed and
made comparable with the baseline.

Further, the network analysis is presented by statistical
variations of the numerical results following R and �
, as
shown in Figures 12 and 13. Figure 12 shows the variation
of network density versus R. �e curve �tting with a
normal distribution of values shows the comparison for
reliability values in baseline mode and in the network with
and without infected nodes. Similar observations are seen
for �
 in Figure 13. It can be seen that a network without
infected nodes possesses lower values for consensus cost and
higher values for reliability. However, reliability curves are
dominated by the baseline, whereas the networkwith infected
nodes dominates the consensus cost negatively. �e behavior
of these curves is aligned with (1)–(3).

�e results presented in this section are able to justify that
the proposed approach canmaintain reliable communication
despite the presence of infected nodes in the network.
However, the success of the proposed approach depends on
the number of alternative routes available for communication
in a highly infected network. A network with extremely
large e
ects of zero-day threats may possess a low value for
R, and such scenarios can lead to complete failure of the
network.However, the alarmingmechanisms of the proposed
approach take care of such scenarios and prevent complete
failure or shutdown of the network in extreme zero-day
possibilities.

4.2. Latency Analysis. In the proposed approach, two di
er-
ent protocols are used for alert messaging as well as for data
sharing during critical instances in the network. �is section
presents latency analysis for both the protocols and helps
to understand the communication overheads caused due to
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Figure 10: ReliabilityR attacker environment versus network size.
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Figure 11: ReliabilityRwithout infected nodes versus network size.

messaging between the network entities. Various metrics,
their notations, and descriptions used in this section are
given in Table 5. �e results are observed by varying the
network nodes in normal and infected scenarios. Similar to
network analysis, the network size includes all the nodes
involved in communication between the MNs and the CNs.
�e values for numerical analysis are used by observing the
number of iterations required for generating a particular
message. However, subjected to a particular environment,
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Figure 12: Statistical evaluation: network density for all values ofR
versus reliabilityR.
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.

these values can be changed according to the con�guration
of the communication protocol used between the nodes.

�e critical instances in both the protocols are marked
by the identi�cation of network nodes under a possible
zero-day attack. For alert message protocol, the alert message

generating latencyL� is calculated as

L
� = 2Tmn−cds + 3Tcds−sds + 4T���−lds +Tsds−lds

+ 2Tlds−iot, (4)
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and �nal alert message generating latency a	er decisions is
calculated as

L
�
� = L

� + 4Qcds + Qsds + 3Qlds. (5)

However, in networks with equal decision-making delay, (4)
can be rewritten as

L
�
� = L

� + 8Qtds. (6)

Now, for a wired link between the CDS, SDS, and LDS, one-
way packet transport delay is calculated as [79, 80]

D� (P,Z) = P ×Z% +Dwired, (7)

and, for wireless links, one-way packet transport delay is
calculated as [79, 80]

Del (P) = F� + (X − 1) �. (8)

Now, by using the above equations, the communication
overheads for alert messaging can be calculated as

Coverheads = 2Del (Pmn) + 2Del (Piot)
+ 3D� (P,Zcds−sds) +D� (P,Zsds−lds)
+ 4D� (P,Zcds−lds) +L

�
� .

(9)

In the second part, the analysis is performed for critical
data sharing protocol. For this, the message generation
latency is calculated as

L
� = 3Tmn−cds + 3Tcds−sds + 2Tsds−lds + 4Tcds−lds

+ 5Tlds−iot, (10)

and �nal critical message generating latency a	er decisions is
calculated as

L
�
� = L

� + 4Qcds + Qlds. (11)

Now, similar to alert message protocol, with equal decision
time, (11) can be rewritten as

L
�
� = L

� + 5Qtds. (12)

Finally, the communication overheads for critical data shar-
ing protocol can be calculated as

C
D
overheads

= 3Del (Pmn) + 5Del (Piot)
+ 3D� (P,Zcds−sds)
+ 2D� (P,Zsds−lds)
+ 5D� (P,Zcds−lds) +L

�
� .

(13)

Now, by using the above-de�ned analysis model and the
values from Table 5, results are observed for message latency
as well as communication overheads. �e numerical and
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Figure 14: Alert message protocol latency versus network size.

timing analyses suggest that the proposed approach is capable
of handling zero-day attack scenarios e�ciently as a minimal
di
erence is observed for alert message latency, as shown in
Figure 14. It is evident from this graph that the proposed
approach can handle network under zero-day attack with
su�cient e�ciency as the variation between the baseline and
the actual observed values during attacks for alert message

protocol is negligible. �is graph shows results for L� and
L�� in the baseline as well as infected mode.

Similarly, these results are recorded for analyzing the
message latency for critical data sharing protocols by fol-
lowing the formulations in (10) and (12). �e less di
erence
between the message latency in the baseline and that in
the infected scenario suggests the e�cient operations of
the proposed approach. �ese trends can be visualized in
Figure 15. Despite the fact that message latency increases with
an increase in the network size, the overall di
erence between
the actual scenario and the observed scenario is less; thus,
the proposed approach can be used for performance-based
reliable communication duringmitigation of zero-day attacks
in IoT networks.

Finally, the overall performance of the proposed approach
in di
erent modes with details on communication overheads
can be observed in Figure 16. �is graph presents results for

Coverheads and CD
overheads

. �e graph considers variation in
one-way transport delay which is a
ected by the frame error
rate. �e values for &� are observed by varying frame error
rate between 0 and 0.9 on a stepping scale of 0.1.

�e results shown in this �gure suggest that the overheads
increase with an increase in one-way transport delay, and
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Table 5: Latency analysis (notations).

Notations Values Description

L� TBC Alert message latency

L�� TBC Final/total alert message latency

Tmn−cds ' × |N| × |M| × |B| × |A| × |H| Evaluation time between MN and CDS' Exponential: 1–30 packets Tra�c arrival time

T
cds−sds 5ms Evaluation time between CDS and SDS

Tcds−lds 5ms Evaluation time between CDS and LDS

Tsds−lds 10ms Evaluation time between SDS and LDS

Tlds−iot 10ms Evaluation time between LDS and IoT

Q
tds

5ms Average decision time per component

Qcds 5ms Decision time for CDS

Qsds 5ms Decision time for SDS

Qlds 5ms Decision time for LDS

P 256 bytes Message size

F� D
 ∗ (1 − -) One-way frame transport delay- 0–0.9, step 0.1 Frame error

Z 10–100 Number of hops% 10MHz Bandwidth

D
wired,D
 20ms Delay

X 0.5 Ratio packet size to frame size� 20ms Interframe time

Z
cds−sds 10 Hop distance between CDS and SDS

Zcds−lds 10 Hop distance between CDS and LDS

Zsds−lds 10 Hop distance between SDS and LDS

L� TBC Critical message latency

L�� TBC Final/total critical message latency
∗TBC: to be calculated with formula in Section 4.2.

this increase can also be observed for the baseline scenarios.
More overheads are observed in the proposed approach
when a network is under extreme zero-day attack. However,
considering the level of reliability provided by the proposed
approach during the presence of attackers, these results
can be considered e�cient for IoT networks. �e exces-
sive overheads are caused by security patching procedures,
regeneration of alert messages, and reestablishment of trust.
Out of these, regeneration of alert messages can be ignored,
which will de�nitely a
ect the performance of the proposed
approach on the better side. However, a network with a lower
rate than a network with complete failure is much desirable
in highly critical scenarios. �us, considering the results
and performance evaluations, it can be concluded that the
proposed approach canmitigate the zero-day attacks without
much e
ect on the performance of uninfected nodes.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no competitive
approaches for IoT networks which can handle zero-day
attacks simultaneously with reliable communication. How-
ever, on the basis of relativity, some of the recently proposed
state-of-the-art solutions are used for comparison with the
proposed solution as shown in Table 6.�e existing solutions
are e�cient in detecting vulnerabilities and possibilities

leading to zero-day attacks in IoT networks. However, these
solutions do not emphasize much on alerting the connected
nodes for the identi�ed attack in the network. Further,
these solutions do not show any su�cient mechanism for
handling communication once an attack is identi�ed. �us,
with these analyses, it is evident that the proposed approach
can serve as a benchmark solution for real-time mitigation
of zero-day attacks along with reliable communication in IoT
networks.

5. Conclusions

“Zero-day” vulnerabilities and attacks are highly critical
for IoT networks. �ese attacks can a
ect IoT devices by
exploiting the defense perimeter of their network. In this
paper, a detailed study was presented on zero-day attacks in
IoT networks. Next, a consensus framework was proposed
for mitigation of zero-day attacks in IoT networks. �e
proposed approach used context-behavior of IoT devices as
a detection mechanism followed by alert message protocol
and critical data sharing protocol for reliable communica-
tion during attack mitigation. �e proposed protocol was
evaluated numerically and the results suggested that the
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Figure 15: Critical data sharing protocol message latency versus network size.
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proposed approach can serve the purpose of detection and
elimination of zero-day attacks in IoT network without
compromising its performance. A state-of-the-art compar-
ison was also presented that justi�ed the performance as
well as the benchmark standard �xed by the proposed
approach. �e results for latency and overheads suggest
high-performance network formation even in the presence of
zero-day attacks.

In the future, the focus will be given on securing the
passes of alert message protocol and critical data sharing

protocol by investigating them with di
erent security mech-
anisms. Further, the proposed approach will be analyzed by
considering the actual behavior andmessage size for di
erent
IoT devices.
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